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Summary 
 

The thoracic ultrasound investigation is an important method for the pre-
diaphragmatic diseases (pulmonary, pleural or pericardial effusions). Te guided ultrasound 
intervention during the thoraco-centhesys or the tracheal-stoma seems to be the safest 
method, with minimal complications. 

The thoracic ultrasound investigation is most often performed for examining the 
lungs or identifying the affected areas of the lung and/or pleura, or for a specific disease. 

This examination can be performed and recommended when the existent facilities are 
inexistent or improper, or can be performed at the same time with the pulmonary Rx, CT or MRI. 

The main advantages of this method are the non-invasive character (can be 
performed for many times during the disease’s evolution and for evaluation of the treatment 
efficacy) and the accuracy of the results. 
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The thoracic ultrasound investigation it was initially performed just for the 
cardiac or pericardial diseases` evaluation.  

Until now, in humans and in veterinary medicine the thoracic ultrasound 
examination it was considered less useful (1, 3). This theory was mainly based on 
the less capacity of the ultrasounds in penetrating the air filled structures, because 
the air is very low penetrated by the ultrasound beam (4).  

The newest theories are sustaining and recommending this technique as 
the fastest and non-invasive method for the diagnosing of the affected structures 
for the thoracic cavity. 

It is also very easy for learning and performing, without any complications 
and do not involve financial efforts. 

In additional, can provide in real time diagnosis information and can 
establish the proper and the most efficient therapeutic management measures in 
such cases.  

Also, this technique of investigation can be recommended as an additional 
method of diagnosis, together with the thoracic Rx, especially in diseases as 
pulmonary atelectasia, pulmonary masses, and densifications or pleural effusions. 
The accuracy of the thoracic ultrasound diagnosis was enhanced after the 
discovery and implementation of the high frequency probes (7. 5 – 12 MHz). 
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The pre-diaphragmatic ultrasound investigation can be also performed for 
pyothorax, pneumonia, atelectasia processes, pleural effusions, diaphragm diseases, 
pulmonary embolism, and interstitial pulmonary, pulmonary masses diagnosis. 

An important aspect is revealed by the efficacy of the technique in 
managing and surveillance of the therapeutic measures in pneumonia, atelectasia 
and also for the aspirating ultrasound guided puncture (in cases of bacteriological 
negative results), in pleural effusions or in biopsy puncture (with thin or thick 
needle) of the tumor masses.    

Principles of thoracic ultrasound investigation: 
The differences between the ultrasound speed of penetrating and the 

different acoustic impedance of the air and tissues is responsible for the ultrasound 
reflection. In additional the air collections/accumulations have an improper 
attenuation coefficient. This is the main reason of the luck of visualization of the 
lungs, as a parenchymatous organ in case of thoracic ultrasonography. In 
pathological conditions, as pulmonary edema, the lung appears different in 
comparison with the normal cases. In pulmonary densifications (e.g. pneumonia or 
atelectasia) the lung will appear as a hyper echoic structure. 

 
Materials and methods 

 
The thoracic ultrasound examination can be performed using a common 2-D 

ultrasound device. Can be considered that in spite of the multiple advantages of the 
newest ultrasound machines (for obtaining, optimizing image qualities and providing 
different soft for specific applications, e.g. echocardiography) are in general altering the 
image of the superficial structures, recommending for these cases classic machines.  

For the thoracic ultrasound examination can be recommended of 5-7. 5 MHz 
probes, with maximum efficacy the micro convex type (because can be fitted to the 
intercostals “acoustic windows”). The linear probes can offer proper images of the 
superficial structures, but can be more difficult fitted to the intercostals spaces. In 
additional, these can provide better images with a superior resolution, regarding the 
thickness of the pleura, the pleural tumors or of the sub pleural pulmonary lesions.   

The phase array probes have a small contact area but can provide good 
images for the deep structures (e.g. for the atelectasia or complex pleural effusions 
diagnosis). 

The steps before the patient examination are similar to those of the 
abdominal ultrasonography: hair cuts, degreasing and applying the coupling gel, 
followed by respecting the waiting time (for proper penetrating of the coupling gel 
into the skin). In rare cases is necessary to sedate the patient.  

The patient examination can be performed in left or right lateral 
recumbence, dorsal recumbence or the most often in all legs standing position 
(because of the imminence of respiratory or cardiac syncope in case of severe 
dyspneea caused by thoracic effusions).  The patients` position can be adapted in 
correlation to the clinical status and the ideal “acoustic window”. In correlation with 
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the elementary physical laws, the air filled organs or accumulations can be 
evaluated in the superior areas and the fluids can be seen in the ventral part of the 
body (bottom of the image). As additional information, these characteristics can be 
helpful in identifying and evaluating these accumulations, correlated with the body 
position and anatomic particularities of the patient during the examination time. 

The examination technique: 
The ultrasound scanning of the thoracic structures can be performed by 

different applying of the probe: for the cranial part of the thorax the probe is applied 
in the anterior part of the mediastynum; for the thorax the probe is applied into the 
intercostals spaces: for the caudal part of the thorax the proper area of 
ultrasonographic access is considered below the ribs, using as an acoustic window 
the liver imagine (more facile for the dog breeds with no large thorax). 

It is recommended to apply the transducer on every intercostals space 
(longitudinal and transversal too), starting from the caudal to the cranial part of the 
thorax (2, 7). 

For sagital direction is preferred to orientate the transducer’s marker 
cranially, and for the transverse plan orientate to the right side of the body. 

For obtaining an efficient image must obtain on the scanners` monitor the ribs` 
echoes and the intercostals space in optimum angle and position after successive 
spinning and sliding movements of the transducer. The ideal image is obtained with the 
presence of those two ribs (appearing as hyperechoic areas with shadowing artifacts) 
on both sides of the ultrasound image. In such images, the pleura appear as a thin 
hyperechoic line, close under the ventral side of the ribs (3, 9). 

 
Results and discussions 

 
Aspects of echo-anatomy of the thorax: 
This cavity in normal cases is comprised from heart, lungs, mediastynum, 

trachea, esophagus, pleura, diaphragm and thoracic wall. 
The normal lungs can not be identified by ultrasound technique.  
The thoracic wall in normal cases consists in many echoic areas, 

represented by muscular layers and fascias. For proper images of these 
hyperechoic areas is necessary to put between scanners` probe and thoracic wall, 
a transonic pad. The recommended probes are between 7.5 and 10 MHz.  

By this technique can be obtained additional details regarding the 
dimension, shape, localization and ultrasonographic patterns of the thoracic wall’s 
pathological attached structures` (as osteosarcomas, chondrosarcomas, 
fibrosarcomas, abscesses, granulomatous structures, haematomas, encapsulated 
foreign bodies etc.)   

Sonographic aspects of the normal lungs parenchyma: 
On trans-thoracic scanning of the lungs can be registered next normal 

aspects: 
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1.  The “bat sign” – appears when the transducer is orientated vertical on 
the intercostals spaces, registered on the top of the image, with echoes in the left 
and right sides, slight curved with acoustic shadows. Between these two ribs and 
close under is the pleural line, which joins them. The pleural thin layer is in fact the 
lungs` surface. 

2. “Pulmonary sliding”. The lungs` surface can be identified through her 
movement (back-forward), synchronic with the inhale-exhale movement. In fact consists 
in lungs` movement in correlation with the thoracic wall (or of those two components of 
the pleura: visceral and parietal one). In sonographic image this movement is 
represented by many moving dots, starting from the pleural line, synchronic with the 
respiratory movement. Because this image not every time is very obvious, the pulmonary 
sliding can be appreciate in M mode too, when appears as the sand to edge of the beach 
in sea waves alternative movement. The pleural line is represented by a straight line 
which corresponds to the wall of the thorax, under this; the pulmonary parenchyma will 
induce a granular aspect as the sand, being a dynamic artifact. 

Sonographic aspects of the pathological lungs parenchyma: 
1. The “A lines”: These are horizontal parallel lines, situated at equal 

distances, close under the pleural line. These are representing reverberation 
artifacts induced by the reflection of the waves, between the thoracic wall and 
pleural surface (6, 9). From this reason, their depth is representing a multiplication 
of the distance between skin surface and pleural line.  The “A lines” can be 
registered together with pulmonary sliding, as a result of the normal pulmonary 
oxygenation (absent in different diseases, such as pneumothorax. In comparison 
with the pulmonary sliding, which must be evaluated only in close plan of the 
image, the “A lines” or “B lines” must be evaluated only in further plan of the 
sonographic image using “B mode” (Fig. 1) or “M mode” (Fig. 2). 

2. The “B lines”. These are vertically continues lines, mobile, synchronic 
with the respiratory movement and have as origin the pleural interface, ending 
always in the bottom of the sonographic image, which are in fact “comet tail” 
artifacts. To the cross intersection with the “A lines” are positioned over these, and 
appears as one or two vertical lines (or as groups of vertical lines, known as 
“pulmonary rockets”). 

3. The “pulmonary point’, is the transition line, between the healthy and 
pathologic pulmonary parenchyma (the limit between the normal filled and the 
collapsed parenchyma). Finding this point suppose lot of experience in 
sonography, being considerate as a patognomonic sign for pneumothorax.  

4. The “pulmonary pulse” is a sign of the complete atelectasia, when the 
collapsed lung is moving synchronic with the heart beats, being more obvious 
nearly the heart.  

5. The “condensing syndromes”. In lungs pathology, correlated with the 
filling of the normal air spaces with fluids or inflammatory cells can be observed a 
hyperechogenicity or more, a denser solid mass, with hypoecogenicity aspect. This 
process is associated with the “pulmonary hepatisation”, when the pulmonary 
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parenchyma become well delimitated, of triangle shape, and more hypoechoic in 
comparison with the liver and spleen. 

 

  

Fig. 1. The pleural line and A lines:  
horizontal parallel lines, situated at 

equal distances, near the pleural line 
(examined in “B mode”). 

Fig. 2. The A lines – appears as 
horizontal parallel lines (reverberation 

artifacts) at equal distances, 
examined in B mode and M mode 

(bottom of the image). 
 

The normal sonographic aspect of the diaphragm: 
The diaphragm it appears as a well defined hyperechoic curved line, which 

separates the abdominal and the thoracic cavities, with two parts: the central one 
(majority from aponevrosis) and the peripheral one (muscular). 

Sonographic aspects of the pathological diaphragm: 
The pleural effusions or the ascites are the situations of fine visualization of 

the diaphragm. The diaphragm rupture can be observed with difficulty, appreciated 
either directly through the disruption of the diaphragmatic echoes, or indirectly by 
observing the abdominal organs into the thoracic cavity. 

The normal sonographic aspect of the pleura: 
The pleura is constituted from two parts: the visceral one (which covers the 

lungs` surface) and the parietal one (which covers the interior wall of the thorax, the 
diaphragm and the mediastinum). Between these two is delimitated the pleural 
cavity, which contains a small amount of fluid (0, 1 – 0, 2 ml/kg b.w. for each part).  

Examining the pleura can be registered the pulmonary sliding, above 
described and because of the different acoustic impedance between the pleura and 
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the air from lungs, the ultrasound beam will be totally reflected, and as a result can 
be observed a hyperechoic mobile tape, synchrony with the respiratory movement, 
overlapped to the visceral pleura image. Because of these overlapped of the 
images, the visceral pleura appears thicker than normal is.  

The absence of the pulmonary sliding can be observed in different 
pathologic conditions, such as pneumothorax or the different infiltrative tumors at 
this level. 

An important group of sonographic aspects can be registered in pleural 
effusions. These can be defined as fluid accumulations in the pleural cavity and reveals 
an imbalance between the pleural fluid formation and his evacuation. The pleural fluid 
can in general accumulate by different mechanisms: elevations of the hydrostatic 
pressure in micro-vascular circulation (e.g. in cardiac arrest), decreasing of the onchotic 
pressure into the micro vascular circulation (as a result of the hypoalbuminemia), 
raising the negative pressure into the pleural space (e.g. atelectasia), the separation of 
the pleural surfaces (responsible of the reduced movement of pleural fluid into the 
cavity, correlated with the decreasing of the pleural lymphatic drainage), the micro-
vascular hyper permeability as a result of the inflammations which facilitate the 
releasing in pleural space of a bigger amount of proteins and fluids along the 
pulmonary parenchyma and visceral surface of the pleura (e.g. pleuropneumonia), the 
diminished lymphatic drainage on the pleural surface (e.g. in tumors or fibrosis), 
movements of the ascitic fluid into the thoracic cavity (diaphragm abnormalities) etc.  

The pleural effusions appear as anechoic areas between the visceral and 
parietal pleura sometimes can be observed the movement of the affected lung into 
the fluid accumulations, synchronic with the respiratory movements.  

As a general rule, the transudations will generate the aspect of uniform 
anechoic accumulations, without dots in movement or sedimentation, and the 
exudates are in general an/hypo-echoic with many dots and fibrin clots in fluid 
accumulation (8). In case of pyothorax, the sonographic aspect is characteristic, 
and dominated by the snowing aspect of the pleural effusion, because of 
inflammatory cells, fibrin clots and numerous cell detritus.    

In such cases, in general, the symptoms are in accordance with the fluid 
quantity and the etiologic factors. According to the etiologic factors and pathogenic 
mechanisms, the effusion can be induced by an exudation (infectious disease, 
malignant diseases etc.) or transudation (cardiac failure, cirrhosis, etc.). The 
laboratory diagnosis can confirm the origin and the type of the pleural effusion, by 
examining the fluid (the ratio between the pleural fluid and serum proteins, or the 
ratio between the pleural fluid and serum LDH). 

The differential diagnosis in case of pleural effusion must be done for the 
pericardial effusions and ascites, considering the specific aspects and localization, 
and in many cases can be recommended as an additional examination the Rx 
diagnosis (5). 
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Fig. 3. Pre- and post- diaphragmatic 

anechoic accumulation. In the bottom 
of the image is the liver and 

gallbladder. In near plan of the image 
pleural effusion with rare corpuscular 

elements 

Fig. 4. Anechoic effusions in 
pleural and pericardial cavities. 
Post-diaphragmatic the liver image 

with intense congestion (6, 5 MHz) 

 

  

Fig.5. Massive pleural effusion and 
additional specific sonographic artifacts 

(transudation). Post-diaphragmatic 
effusion without dots into the fluid 

accumulation 

Fig.6. Pyothorax. Fluid accumulation, 
with lots of corpuscular elements 
(exudates) and clots (“snowing 

aspect”) in pleural cavity 
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